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may well be in the copper-island of Cyprus, and the iron
which Meiitcs is bringing from so far west ?nay come
ultimately from central Europe, where Hallstatt has given
its name to so immensely important a region of early iron-
mining and iron-working.
In the light of all this we can the better understand
certain archaeological facts : the early introduction into
Italy of that early Greek invention, the safety-pin l—which,
once introduced, develops in sundry characteristically Italian
varieties ; the overrunning of Italy, especially Etruria, by
an Orientalising art, from about 800 b.c. at latest,2 even
before the Greek colonists bring their own art upon the
scene ; and—foreshadowing a stronger growth of Greek
influence—the appearance of Greek eighth century Geometric
pottery of prc-colonization date, in native settlements, near
the " heel " of Italy round Taras 3; in Bruttium, round
Lokroi; in eastern Sicily,4 where late Minoan pottery had
preceded it; and even so far away as the coasts of Campania.5
The significance of all this is particularly clearly shown,
supported by an impressive marshalling of evidence, in an
article by Blakeway in B.S.A., xxxiii.
A remarkable series of silver bowls is conspicuous among
the traces left by this eastward to westward traffic.6 They
arc embossed in a tasteless mixed Assyrian-cum-Egyptian
style reminiscent of Phoenician work, but have been found
mostly in Cyprus, where they may have been manufactured.
Strays of the series have been found eastward at Nineveh
and westward in Etruria, at Caere and Praenestc ; also in
western Greece, at Olympia and (a bronze bowl in the same
style) at Dclphoi.7 This series belongs mostly to the following
(seventh) century. The technique was copied by native
1 Blinkenherg, Pilules, 107-8 ; de!laSota) Italia Antica, tigs. 28, 37, 50,
8 4ella Seta, op. cit., pp. 73-84; Homo, Italic Primitive, p. 45, etc,
8 Quagliati, in N.S., 1000.	* Orsi, in N.S., 1895, 1890, etc.
5 Still unpublished. Early geometric—ninth to eighth Centuries. Beloch,
<?,<?. 1, ii, 228 ; Maclver on the contrary (Iron Age in Italy, pp, 105-7) denies
that it is earlier than late eighth century. Cf. Blakeway in J.lt.8,, 1085,
a My res, s.v, Cyprus in Enc. Brit*11 j Poulsen, Der Orient und die Fruh-
gtiech. KunsU
7 della Seta, op. eit»» figs, 74, 75 ; Myres, in J.H.S., U!i.

